s Full employment lines:
The shape of PPF:
x More K: PPF shifts out more toward X x More L: PPF shifts out more toward Y
Patterns of Trade
s The Rybczynski Theorem: (one country, constant prices)
x Increase K-endowment at given commodity prices ¡ PPF shifts out more for the relatively more K-intensive good ¡ Production of the relatively more K-intensive good rises more than proportionately, production of the relatively more L-intensive good falls
x An increase in the endowment of one factor causes a more than proportionate increase in the output of the good which uses that factor relatively intensively and an absolute decline in the output of the other good ( 
more L needed in the K-intensive sector to absorb extra K)
s The Heckscher-Ohlin Theorem: (two countries)
x A country with more K-endowment produces more K-intensive good ¡ Gain from trading the more K-intensive good for the more L-intensive good at a more favorable price, i.e. a lower opportunity cost ¡ Gain from specialization in the production of the more K-intensive good
x A country will export the commodity that uses relatively intensively its relatively abundant factor of production, and it will import the good that uses relatively intensively its relatively scarce factor of production (Figure 8 ✦ 3w+2r=10 and 2w+3r=10 so that w=r=2
x Suppose the world price of wine increases by 25% and that of cheese stays at 10, what are the new wage and rent?
✦ 3w+2r =12.5 and 2w+3r=10 so that w=3.5 r=1
s Lessons from the above example:
x As wine becomes relatively more expensive, wage rises by (3.5-2)/2=75%, greater than the increase in price of wine
x At the same time, rent falls x For a given price, wage and rent are uniquely determined
